
A (Very) Short Course in Internal Ballistics
Internal ballist ic, or the science of  what goes on inside of  the gun, is a very complicated topic.
This page is not designed to give you a degree in the f ield but rather to provide some
background data to help you understand the subject .

Fr. Frog's Rules of  Internal Ballist ics

1) There ain't  no magic powders!
2) There are no magic cart ridge cases!
3) Details!  It 's in the details.
4) Inconsequent ial increments are meaningless.
5) Most  gun writers are pathological liars.

Definition of Terms

Barrel Length - In interior ballist ic work this dif fers f rom the "barrel length" use in general
measurements. It  is measured from the face of  the muzzle to the base of  the seated bullet  or
base of  the case neck.

Bulk Density - The rat io of  the weight of  a given volume of powder vs. the weight of  the same
volume of water.

Burning Rate - A arbit rary index of  the quickness that burning propellant  changes into gas.
Burning rate is controlled by the chemical composit ion, the size and shape of  the propellant
grains, coat ings, and the pressure at  which the burning takes place. IMR 5010 powder is very
slow burning and Bullseye is fast  burning.

For a chart  of  comparat ive burning rates for current commercial powders you can click here.

CUP - Copper Units of  Pressure. In this pressure measuring technique a hole is drilled in the
chamber and a piston f it ted that presses on a calibrated copper slug (or crusher). (Some set
ups also drill the cartridge case which changes the results compared to non-drilled cases.) The
whole assembly is held in place with a yoke. When the cartridge is f ired the piston presses on
the crusher and deforms it  lengthwise slight ly. Measurement of  the length change is used with a
lookup table supplied with each lot  of  crushers to determine the peak pressure. The total
deformat ion is ef fected by both the peak pressure and by shape of  the pressure curve around
the peak pressure. This method tends to give readings slight ly lower than the actual peak
pressure. A typical reading might be stated as 47,500 CUP which is supposed to be close to the
actual average psi measurement. This method has been largely superseded by piezo-electric
and strain gauge units which replace the copper slug with a crystal or strain gauge which
changes its electrical propert ies in response to pressure or dimensional changes.  Such
measurements are stated in PSI.  For low pressures a lead crusher can be used and
measurements are in LUP.

http://www.frfrogspad.com/burnrate.htm


T ypical Dual Me asure me nt  (Coppe r & Pie zo- Ele ct ric) Pre ssure  Gun

Expansion Ratio - The rat io of  the capacity of  the powder chamber plus bore (in grains of
water) to the capacity of  the powder chamber (in grains of  water).

Loading Density - The rat io of  the weight of  the powder charge to the capacity of  the powder
chamber (case).  It  is usually expressed as the rat io of  the charge weight to the capacity the
powder chamber in grains of  water. (See below.) Generally, the more fully the powder charge
f ills the case the more consistent and accurate the load will be.  On the other hand if  the
loading density is too low, (too much free space in the case) it  can cause errat ic ignit ion,
change in the pressure curve (moving the peak towards the muzzle), or even overly rapid
burning ("detonat ion") of  the powder charge. (One reason manuals list  minimum or start ing
loads.)

PSI - Pounds per square inch. It  is somet imes seen designated as PSIA. This designat ion is now
used to signify a measurement of  chamber pressure taken with a piezo-electric device. Piezo-
electric units operate in a similar fashion to the copper crusher units but use a reusable crystal
"crusher" that  changes its electrical propert ies in response to pressure. When connected to
suitable recording equipment the ent ire pressure pulse history can be recorded or displayed.
The peak pressure recorded by a piezo-electric peak device usually reads  higher than the
f igure determined by the copper crusher method and depending on the cartridge and the
pressures involved the dif ferences can range between 3,000 and 15,000 units..  

There are also electronic strain gauge units.  These work by measuring the expansion of  the
chamber area on f iring by means of  device that changes its electrical propert ies as it  changes
size.  These devices are very sensit ive and if  one knows the thickness of  the walls of  the
cartridge case and the thickness of  the chamber wall, very accurate and detailed informat ion on
the pressure curve can be generated.  



St rain gauge  on a dime
(Me asuring t he  st rain on t he  e conomy???)

St rain gauge  mount e d on rif le
 (T he  whit e  block is t he  conne ct or

Piezo (PSI) and strain gauge (PSI)  are not directly relatable to copper crusher (CUP) due to the
dif ferences in the sensit ivity of  the copper crusher versus the other methods used to measure
the pressure.  However, new stat ist ical data analysis suggests that for most cartridges
ANSI/SAAMI Maximum Average Piezo (PSI) and Maximum Average copper crusher (CUP) taken
in a "standard" barrel can be approximated by the following formula which has an R2 value (a
stat ist ical measurement of  certainty) of  .927.

(1.51586 * CUP) -  17902.0 = PSI

While the relat ionship is generally within 3Kpsi (it  assumes that the CUP was determined using
ANSI/ SAAMI standards) one should not rely on this conversion for absolute maximum loads. 

Interest ingly the correlat ion between the European CIP CUP measurements and Piezo
measurements has an even better correlat ion with an R2 of  .997.  The formula for the CIP
conversion is

(1.20911 * CIPCUP) -  2806.88

The same warning about using this conversion for maximum load work applies to this formula.

Co mp ariso n o f Pre ssure  Sp e cificatio ns Be twe e n Co p p e r Crushe r and  Pie zo
 SAAMI Sp e cificatio ns fo r .308 Win.

 Max Ave rag e  Pre ssure Max Pro b ab le
Lo t Me an

Max Pro b ab le
 Samp le  Me an

Co p p e r Units  o f
Pre ssure  (CUP) 52,000 53,300 55,300

PSI (Pie zo /Strain
g aug e ) 62,000 63,600 66,000

Powder Chamber Capacity - As with most interior ballist ics capacity measurements it  is
usually expressed in grains of  water. It  is determined by measuring the weight of  water that  a
fired case from the test  f irearm can contain with a bullet  seated to its normal depth. Note that
this varies with dif ferent bullets or seat ing depth as well as the dimensions of  the chamber, and
the brand of  case.

Sectional Density - The is the rat io of  the bullet 's weight (in pounds) to its diameter

Charge Weight to Bullet  Weight rat io - This is the rat io of  the weight of  the powder charge
to the weight of  the project ile.

What Affects What



Among the things that af fect  the internal performance (pressure and velocity) of  a given
cartridge & bullet  are:

Capacity of  the powder chamber (a funct ion of  chamber size and shape and case
construct ion)
Relat ive burning rate and burning characterist ics of  the propellant  powder used
Amount of  propellant  used and how much it  f ills the powder chamber
Diameter, weight, and the bearing area of  the project ile
Length and interior dimensions of  the barrel
Uniformity and speed of  ignit ion of  the propellant  powder (Primer and loading density
related)
Temperature of  the propellant  prior to ignit ion
Barrel f reebore
Neck tension

Some Powder Basics

There are basically four types of  gunpowder.  Black powder, semi-smokeless, pseudo black
powder ("Pyrodex"), and smokeless.

Black Powder
In the west it  is generally at t ributed to Sir Francis Bacon or Berthold Schwartz circa the 1200s,
but they basically popularized what had been known for a long t ime and did not invent it .  It  was
undoubtedly known to the early Chinese and Hindu people of  India.  Some early writ ings, circa
1300 BC, f rom these cultures speak of  such a substance though it  was used as an incendiary
or a demolit ion device and not in "f irearms."  It  is also clear that  such a substance was known to
the ancient Greeks.  The earliest  known use of  it  as propellant  in f irearms was by the Arabs
circa 1150 in their war with the Iberians. While the exact proport ions have varied over the years,
blackpowder is basically a f inely ground mixture of  about 15% charcoal, 10% sulfur, and 75%
potassium nit rate.

Blackpowder burns so rapidly that  it  actually explodes even with minimal conf inement and unlike
modern smokeless powders it  is classed as an "explosive". Other than for historical recreat ional
shoot ing and the manufacture of  some types of  blank ammunit ion, black powder is not in
general use any more, and with the recent "ant i-terror" controls it  is gett ing more dif f icult  to
obtain.

Brown Powder
This almost unknown powder was made using under-burnt  charcoal and gave performance not
very far below later smokeless powders.  Coming at  the end of  the black powder age it  was
superceded af ter lit t le more than a decade.

Semi-smokeless
In the late 1800s and early 1900s there was a type of  powder known as Semi-smokeless.  This
was a mixture of  black powder and gun cotton (nit rocellulose) . Unfortunately the use of  raw
nitrocellulose made its manufacture very hazardous and with the advent of  modern smokeless
powders it  was discont inued in the late 1940s.

Pseudo Blackpowder (Pyrodex and similar products)
Pseudo black powders such as Pyrodex, sold by Hodgdon, are a modern subst itute for black
powder and remedy the explosive and fouling problems of   black powder. Due to its chemical
make-up, pseudo black powder is classif ied as a f lammable solid not as an explosive.  Pyrodex
can be subst ituted volume-for-volume for blackpowder. 

Smokeless Powder
The majority of  today's small arms smokeless powders are made of  either a nit rocellulose base,



referred to as single base powders, and typif ied by the IMR powders, or of  a nit rocellulose and
nit roglycerine mix (usually f rom 3 to 39 percent), called double base powders, which include
powders like Bullseye, 2400, and Hi-Vel #2. An early form of smokeless powder was Cordite,
which was a double based propellant  made of  65% nit roglycerine, by weight, 30% guncotton
and 5% petroleum jelly, and loaded as spaghett i-like strings of  powder.  There are also some
special double base ball powders available in non-canister powders.  Double base powders have
a higher energy potent ial than single base powders. Some modern powders referred to as
"triple base" now incorporate an addit ional ingredient like nit roguanidine, but these, like the
double based ball powders are not in wide distribut ion except military powders and some
commercial grade non-canister powders.  They can yield a substant ial increase in velocit ies
while maintaining normal peak pressures as they give a longer, f lat ter pressure curve.  In
addit ion some manufactures are using  "blended powders" for some of their high performance
ammunit ion.

The grains of  modern smokeless propellant  powders are made in various sizes and shapes to
give the best results in the f irearm they are designed to be used in. Powder for the 16" naval
cannon has grains almost an inch in diameter and 2½ inches long while typical modern rif le
powder has grains only 2/32 or 3/32 of  an inch long and maybe a 1/32 of  an inch wide. The smaller
the grain the faster it  burns. Modern powders are available in tubular grains, spherical grains,
and f lakes.

Most tubular grained powders have a hole through the center of  the grain to allow burning to
take place from both the inside and outside surfaces. Without the hole, as the grain burned its
surface area would decrease and the amount of  gas would decrease as the grain burned.
Powders of  this type, called digressive powders, give peak pressures when the bullet  is close to
the breech and a low muzzle pressure. By putt ing a hole down the center of  the grain the
burning area stays more constant and the maximum pressure point  is moved to a point  where
the bullet  has moved further down the bore. These types of  powders are called neutral burning.

Another way of  controlling the burning rate is with the use of  a coat ing as used with ball
powders, which are made with spherically shaped grains. The coat ing on the powder grain
tends to hold back the rate of  burning unt il the coat ing has burned through. These powders,
called progressive burning give a peak pressure at  a point  in bullet  t ravel even further along.
Coat ing technology is important in small arms powders since without it  the grains would
sometimes have to be larger than pract ical.

Much has been made about  ball powders being cooler burning than extruded powders, but the
fact  of  the matter is that  there really isn't  much dif ference.  Flame temperature is very close to
the same for all smokeless powders and runs about 3300 degrees F.  Ball type powders tend to
be from 3200 to 3300 degrees F and extruded powders tend to run 3300 to 3400 degrees F but
there is wide variat ion.

As a technical point  of  interest , convent ional small arms propellant  powders have an energy
potential of  about 178 f t  lb per grain of  weight. However, in pract ice this f igure is not even
closely approached because of  various energy losses--such as the energy used in forcing the
bullet  into the rif ling, overcoming bore f rict ion, heat ing the barrel, and giving the powder gases
their high velocity, etc.-- that  are inherent and unavoidable. According to The World s Great Rifles,
by Roger Ford (1998, Brown Packaging Books, Ltd., London) it is estimated that just one-fifth of one
percent of the energy produced when a cartridge is fired goes to rotating the bullet, while friction in the
barrel accounts for another three percent, 20 to 30 percent goes to propelling the bullet, 30 percent goes
in heat to the barrel, and 40 percent goes in muzzle blast.

Contrary to media myths, smokeless powder is not an explosive but rather a highly f lammable
solid. (Note that we are talking about smokeless powders here.) As an example, one of  the
large powder grains used in the 16" naval cannon can actually be lit  while held in the hand and
then blown out. Even individual grains of  modern small arms powders burn very slowly. But,
when several grains or a pile of  them are ignited together the heat generated by each burning



grain makes the adjacent grains burn even faster. A very small pile of  smokeless powder burned
in the open may seem harmless but the result ing rapid ignit ion can cause such a rapid build up
of heat that  a person may not be able to get away fast  enough to avoid injury. Inside of  a
cartridge case the same process happens but on a much shorter t ime scale.

Bang!
(What  happens when the t rigger is pulled.)

When you pull the t rigger and the primer f ires, the intense f lame created by the priming
compound f ills the interior of  the cartridge case and ignites the powder charge. The more nearly
the powder charge f ills the case the less the powder gases generated by the burning powder
can expand without doing work and the more the heat generated accelerates the burning
process as described above. (Thus a full or nearly full case of  powder is more ef f icient  than a
part ially f illed case.) The increasing pressures generated by the burning powder pushes the
bullet  down the barrel. If  the bullet  is heavy, t ight ly held into the neck of  the cartridge, or if  it  is a
t ight  f it  in the rif ling then the conf inement of  the powder is accentuated and the burning is
proceeds more quickly than if  these condit ions were not present--in other words you get higher
pressures more quickly.

The graph below is a representat ive pressure curve of  a typical cartridge (in this case from the
M193 5.56mm cartridge using 846 ball powder). Not ice how the peak pressure rises quickly and
then tapers of f . The locat ion of  the peak pressure and the shape of  the pressure curve is
determined by the burning characterist ics of  the powder used and the loading density. Slower
burning powders tend to have a f lat ter curve while faster powders a steeper curve.

The gas port  pressure curve on this chart  shows a crit ical part  of  internal ballist ics for cartridges
used in gas operated f irearms. Gas operated weapons are generally tailored to a narrow range
of powder burning rates and characterist ics. If  the port  pressure is too low the weapon will fail
to funct ion and if  to high the weapon may funct ion too forcefully or rapidly causing extract ion
or cycling problems. A poorly researched change of  powder f rom an IMR type to a ball powder
and the subsequent change of  port  pressure and fouling was what caused all those nightmare
stories about the M16 during the early days of  the Vietnam war.



Another very good graphical representat ion of  what happens is shown on page 322 of
"Hatcher's Notebook", (by Julian S. Hatcher, 3rd edit ion, June 1962, Stackpole Books, ISBN:
0811707954) but the graph is a lit t le data dense for good reproduct ion here. It  is similar to what
is shown above but it  is based upon the .30-'06 cartridge, and along with the pressure curve it
shows bullet  velocity and t ime of  bullet  t ravel.

As can be seen from the above graph, the longer the barrel the more t ime the powder has to
work on moving the bullet , so thus you get higher velocit ies with a longer barrel--all else being
equal. However, while not of ten reached with high powered rif les there is a point  at  which
addit ional barrel length does not increase velocity, but  rather causes a decrease.

As the bullet  moves down the bore and the gas pressure behind it  decreases there will come a
t ime--with a suf f icient ly long barrel-- that  the bore f rict ion and the air pressure in f ront of  the
bullet  will equal the pressure behind it . At  that  point  velocity will start  to decrease. With the .22
rimf ire that point  is reached in about 14" - 16" of  barrel. Beyond that length no velocity increase
occurs, and in fact  the bullet  can slow down, but the extra length may be useful for other things
such as increased sight radius or legal requirements.

If  we have to keep barrel length reasonable, the way to get more velocity is to either change
the burning characterist ics of  the powder so it  gives higher pressures over a longer t ime (as is
done with the powders in the new "enhanced performance" ammunit ion now available f rom
Hornady and Federal), or to simply burn more powder by using a bigger cartridge case.

By using a cartridge case with greater capacity we provide for more chamber volume with the
same bore volume, thus the expansion rat io (see def init ions above) becomes less. As a result ,
the powder gases have been through less expansion by the t ime they reach the muzzle and
muzzle pressure is higher. As the muzzle pressure is higher, the average pressure along the
bore is higher and the bullet  has a higher velocity. There is a t rade of f  for this. Because the
muzzle pressure is higher, more energy is carried of f  into the air unused (as f lash and muzzle
blast) and thus the ef f iciency of  the load (the gett ing of  energy out of  the powder charge) is
less.

Here is a sample output f rom PressureTrace for a 6 PPCcartridge.  The only dif ference between
all these traces is the f irst  3 were seated right  on the lands. The last  4 were 30 thousands of  an
inch of f  the lands. Note the substant ially reduced pressure and overall reduct ion in energy.  As
the bullet  broke it 's neck tension and jumped to the lands it  provides more expansion room for
the gases reducing both the energy and velocity.

The Hacksaw Effect



The Hacksaw Effect
(Somet imes referred to as "get  shorty.")

The of ten asked quest ion of  "How much velocity will I lose if  I shorten my barrel "x" inches?" is
t ied quite closely to the expansion rat io, although the type of  powder also plays a part . Thus
there is no clear cut  general answer as to just  how much velocity is lost  per inch of  barrel
shortening. Rif les with high expansion rat ios tend to lose less velocity as the barrel is shortened
than do rif les with low expansion rat ion. Thus a .300 Win Mag will lose more velocity per inch of
barrel than say a .30-'06 and it  is not uncommon for a smaller cartridge in a long barrel to out
perform a big bott le cartridge in a short  barrel as some folks found out to their dismay when
they chronographed their 22" razzle-dazzle magnums next to their buddies convent ion calibers
with 24" barrels.

Because of  the fact  that  "high velocity" cartridges generally have low expansion rat ios (big
cases in relat ion to bore diameter) one can make some generalizat ions. The chart  below will
give you some idea of  what can be expected if  you cut your barrel shorter within the range of
20" to 26". Remember, your mileage may vary f rom this chart . Note that this chart does not hold
true if we are comparing different barrels of different lengths. In that  case it  is quite possible, due
to certain barrel design parameters, for a short  barrel to give higher velocity than a longer one
with the same ammunit ion.

Ve locit y Range Ve l change
pe r inch

0-2000 5-10
2000-2500 10-20
2500-3000 20-30
3000-3500 30-40

Mathematical Calculation of Internal Ballistics for the End User

There are some "mathematical" methods of  comput ing a fairly close approximat ion of  the
actual internal performance (i.e.: chamber pressure and muzzle velocity) of  a given combinat ion
of cartridge, f irearm, bullet , and powder but their details are beyond the scope of  this page. The
"Powley Computer," a slide rule type device was at  one t ime available and gives rather good
results when used with the "IMR" type of  powders and cases of  similar capacity to the .308 and
.30-06. It  is based on some mathematically derived "constants" developed at  Frankfort  Arsenal
which provide a close approximat ion to the results derived by some rather complex
mathematical gyrat ions. Several computer-based adaptat ions of  these calculat ions are
available f rom dif ferent sources (such as the rather expensive QuickLoad program) and all
suf fer f rom the limitat ions of  being based upon the Frankfort  Arsenal model of  the .308/.30-06. 
As far as I know the Powley Computer is no longer available although Powley's code has been
privately adapted to computer use by various people.  As ment ioned previously these
computat ions are based upon case capacit ies and pressures in the .308 Win & .30-06 range. 
For cartridges of  signif icant ly larger or smaller capacit ies, or lower pressures, the result  will be
not be accurate and can frequent ly be dangerous if  you don't  understand what is what..  For
some informat ion on the Powley Computer you can visit  the following web site thanks to Nels
Tomlinson.

ht tp://geocit ies.com/nelstomlinson/sliderules.html#powley

Mechanical /Electrical Calculation of  Internal Ballistics for the End User

Consumer Crusher Systems
Crusher based pressure systems are generally beyond the means of  the average shooter.  At
one t ime there was available a "do-it -yourself" pressure measuring device using a "crusher"
type tool. Rather than ut ilizing a drilled chamber this unit  was mounted on a f irearm in place of
the telescopic sight and when the f irearm was f ired the recoil impulse compressed the crusher

http://geocities.com/nelstomlinson/sliderules.html#powley


which could be measured and compared to a calibrated table. Unfortunately, the unit  was tricky
to set up, required very precise measurements of  the f irearm's weight, and if  memory serves me
right worked best when the f irearm was unrestrained in recoil (as in hanging from support
wires). It  was also only really suitable for rif les.

Strain Gauge Systems
There are moderately priced electronic strain gauge unit  available that do a better job and allow
one to see the pressure curve on an oscilloscope or a computer screen and which don't  require
a special f ree swinging support .  The new PressureTrace II system and the the no longer
available $800 Oehler Model 43 "Ballist ic System" with its $170 add-on a strain gauge pressure
sensor are examples of  this technology. 

Strain gauge units with real-t ime microprocessor compensat ion such as PresureTrace II have
been shown to actually be more accurate than either piezo or crusher measurements.  By
ut ilizing certain easily measurable parameters of  the chamber wall thickness and cartridge case
wall thickness in the f irmware and software, the measurements f rom strain gauge units give
results that  are accurately given in PSI.  (If  no compensat ion is ut ilized with a strain gauges, the
measurements are in arbit rary units, such as "coconuts" as my friend says, which st ill can be
used for comparison readings.

Strain gages have been used in industrial instrumentat ion for several decades and is fully
developed, proven technology. Denton Bramwell, (physicist  and stat ist ician with a great deal of
test  instrumentat ion experience) recent ly compared the results of  various pressure
measurement methods . He used a standard measure of  how likely a system will give correct
answers called "Sigma E" for comparison. (Smaller Sigma E values are best.)

Syste m Sig ma E
Co p p e r Crushe r 
Fab riq ue  Scie ntific  Pe ak Strain Me te r
Co mme rcial p ie zo e le ctric
Micro p ro ce sso r co mp e nsate d  strain
g aug e

1827 p si
1419 p si
1366 p si
  667 p si

The PressureTrace II unit  gives you the actual readings in your f irearm, while the Oehler unit
converted its measurements to what would probably be obtained by the load in a SAAMI
specif icat ion test  barrel.   For the details on the PressureTrace II go to
http://www.shoot ingsoftware.com/pressure.htm.

I have worked with RSI on the development and product ion of  the PressureTrace II unit  and I
personally use it .   It  is VERY neat but not inexpensive, running around $500.  If  you do order
one I'd appreciate it  if  you would let  RSI know that I sent you by telling Jim.

NOTE:  While you can reliably compare the pressure generated by your handloads with the
pressures generated by factory ammunit ion f ired in your gun, or compare the pressures from
dif ferent handloads in the same gun, strain gauges or recoil based pressure devices do not
generate " SAAMI specification" pressure measurements (either PSI or CUP) even thought the
results are probably more accurate, because SAAMI specifications currently requires piezo or
crusher pressure technology and certain convoluted statistical analysis of the data, as well as
requiring that the barrel and chamber be minimum specification to provide "worst case" data. 
Does it really matter?  No.

Case Head Expansion
Some people think it  is possible to est imate pressures from cartridge case head expansion. 
This has been shown to be incorrect  and there is lit t le if  any correlat ion between case head
expansion and pressures.  Rather than reinvent the wheel here visit
ht tp://www.shoot ingsoftware.com/f tp/dbramwell%20july%2019%2004.pdf for an in depth
discussion.

http://www.shootingsoftware.com/pressure.htm
http://www.shootingsoftware.com/ftp/dbramwell july 19 04.pdf


Continuing on...

We know that as pressure goes up, so does velocity. Pressure goes down, so does velocity.  If
you are worried about pressures, and don't  have access to pressure equipment, develop your
loads using a soft  primer like CCI and a chronograph and f ind the top node or stop when you
get f lat tening or cratering. Then switch to a harder primer and adjust  your load to give the node
velocity.  

While these pressure measuring devices can be very informat ive for someone with a interest  in
interior ballist ics and the ef fect  that  things like dif ferent powders and seat ing depths, most
folks who buy these sort  of  devices don't  understand barrel harmonics and velocity nodes. (See
the discussion of  "load development.")  They hope to be able to load all the way up and wring
the last  foot-second of  velocity out of  their guns. They forget that  the top velocity/accuracy
node reachable without signs of  excessive pressure (primer f lat tening/cratering) is the top
pract ical limit  for a f irearm. 

So, what good is being able to "read"  pressure?  Using PressureTrace II can let  you see the
effect  of  burning rates on pressure curves and and the ef fect  of  the change of  the shape of
the pressure curve all of  which have an ef fect  on velocity. For many folks it  is simply fun to see
what is going on.  With a highly sensit ive unit  with a high sample rate like PressureTrace II you
can also see the ef fect  of  many other things like neck tension, seat ing depth and powder /
bullet  / cartridge match.  In addit ion if  you are t rying to work up a load for a cartridge with lit t le or
no published data, a pressure unit  can help to keep you safe if  you start  with data for a
cartridge with a similar case capacity and then slowly work up from the lowest pressure loads. If
you are working with modif ied non-standard chamber designs or rif ling you can see what is
happening and work up safe loads rather than guessing.  The loading data for the DMR
chamber design for the  6.8 x 43 mm (6.8 SPC) was developed using a PressureTrace II unit .

Rules of the Road
(Or, things to keep in mind when developing loads)

Rule 1 - Don't  do anything stupid.

Rule 2 - For a given load a 3 percent rise in velocity requires a 6 percent rise in chamber
pressure.

Rule 3 - For a 3 percent change in case capacity chamber pressure changes by 6 percent.
Remember that case capacity varies drast ically between brands of  cases and that bullet
seat ing depth also changes case capacity.

Rule 4 - Changing ANY component can drast ically ef fect  chamber pressure.

Rule 5 - You DO NOT need to wring the last  possible foot-second of  velocity out of  your
ammunit ion--it  won't  do anything for you. An accurate/moderate velocity load is better than an
inaccurate/fast  load. (See the external ballist ics and load development pages)

Rule 6 - Temperature af fects chamber pressure. While the ef fect  dif fers with each powder,
over the range of  about 0º F to 125º F most modern commercial powders are fairly stable
showing pressure variat ion of  up to ± 3000 psi f rom loads developed at  70º F. Out side of  this
range the ef fect  is st ill there but not as linear.) While most current ball powders handle
temperatures changes well some types have exhibited a very non-linear response especially at
temperature extremes outside of  the above range and can result  in catastrophic changes in
pressures at  temperatures much higher than the original temperature. Loads with any powders
should be carefully worked up if  their use in extreme temperatures is expected especially if  at
near maximum (Click here for a chart  of  temperature ef fects.)

http://www.frfrogspad.com/burnrate.htm#temperature


Rule 7 - Don't  do anything stupid.

Remember, Watcha-U-Back
(...or, once again, don't  do anything stupid)

Unless you are well versed in internal ballist ics leave the development of  loading data with new
powders to the experts with the proper tools, and don't  play around with unknown powders.
More than one f irearm has been destroyed when the wrong powder was used without proper
knowledge. As an example, in the 50s and 60s there were a lot  of  blow ups caused by people
trying to use the powder f rom GI .30-06 blanks in pistols and rif les. What these poor souls didn't
realize was that the "EC" powder in those blanks burned so fast  that  it  was also used as a
grenade f iller. These folks turned their f irearms into "grenades" with quite small charges of  this
powder. By the same token many powders of  vast ly dif ferent burning rates look similar. If  it 's
not in the original can, don't  use it !

Leave new load development to the pros and st ick with the data in reliable loading manuals.

Bullet Stability

While some may think that bullet  stability is an external ballist ics issue, it  really starts in the bore.

Bullets are stabilized in f light  by the gyroscopic ef fect  of  their spinning and their spin rate is
determined by their muzzle velocity and the rate of  twist  in the barrel.  A badly  unstable bullet
will actually wobble or tumble in f light  result ing in extremely poor accuracy.

The needed rate of  twist  is ef fected by the diameter of  the bullet , the bullet 's weight,  and the
bullet 's overall length. Longer bullets need a faster twist  to stabilize. As an example, a 1:12 twist
in .30 caliber will adequately stabilized most commercial bullets of  up to about 173 grains
(depending on the overall length). To use a heavier (longer) bullet  or to obtain opt imum stability
and accuracy with long pointed or boat tailed bullets of  that  weight requires a 1:10 twist . For
best accuracy the slowest twist  that  will stabilize the bullet  should be used.  Bullet  stability is
describe by a number called the Gyroscopic Stability Factor.   A stability factor of  f rom 1.25 to 2
is considered "stable." Below that range the bullet  is most likely not stable enough for accurate
f light .  Above that range the bullet  may be spinning so fast  that  it  may physically rupture f rom
the forces involved, or minute imbalances that normally would not come to light  begin to cause
problems.

There is an old formula called the Greenhill Formula that, while it  was designed for est imat ing
twists for boat tailed lead core bullets of  moderate velocity, does a pret ty good job of
est imat ing twist  required for f lat  based bullets under "normal" condit ions.

T = Twist  in inches
K = Greenhill's constant = 150 (This has to do with the specif ic gravity of  a jacketed
lead bullet)
D = Bullet  diameter in inches
L = Bullet  length in inches

T = (K * D2) / L

Using a 1.35 inch long .308 bullet  (173 gr) and crunching the numbers  we get about 10.5 (One
turn in 10.5", which is pret ty close to the 1:10 twist  normally used in .30-06 rif les. The twist  for
the .308 is nominally 1:12 because it  was based on the shorter bullet  of   the150 gr military
ammunit ion f rom which the .308 commercial round was developed. Most match rif les in .308
have a 1:10 twist  to stabilize the 180 and 190 boat tailed match bullets better. The results f rom
the Greenhill formula are on the conservat ive side--indicat ing a faster twist  than probably



needed. That doesn't  cause any problems because a lit t le too much stabilizat ion is better than
too lit t le.

However, the one big catch with the Greenhill formula is that  it  does not account for the
effects of  temperature or muzzle velocity. As temperature or velocity decreases a faster twist
is needed to maintain the same level of  stability.  Colder and thus denser air has a more
destabilizing af fect  than warmer air.  A lower muzzle velocity results in a slower rotat ional
speed of  the bullet  and thus less stability. 

As an example of  the ef fect  of  temperature, the original M16 rif le for the M193 55 gr ball came
out with a 1:14 twist  which was barely stable at  68 degrees and which was totally unstable
below about 40 degrees. They changed to a 1:12 twist  to get stability (barely) at  colder
temperatures. The M855 62 gr round is unstable below about 65 degrees with the 1:12 twist
and requires a 1:9 twist  to be stable. They went to a 1:7 twist  because the M856 tracer round
has a very long bullet , but  the ball round does just  f ine in 1:9. 

Modern bullet  stability calculat ions are based upon the work of  the late Robert  L. McCoy who
was a ballist ician with the Ballist ic Research Laboratory at  Aberdeen Proving Ground.  His work,
now used in advanced ballist ics programs, accurately takes into account all of  the factors
involved in bullet  stability and accurately describe the bullet 's behavior at  a given muzzle
velocity and twist  rate and generates a stability factor for a range of  muzzle velocit ies.  

For velocity issues long bullets are more suscept ible than short  ones.  For example the above
173 gr .308 bullet  in a 1:12 twist  barrel is stable f rom at muzzle velocit ies of   4000 f /s down to
about 500 f /s . Below that muzzle velocity it  becomes unstable.  If  we turn the design into a
VLD bullet  with a length of  1.45" (a VLD design has a longer more pointed ogive so the bullet
itself  gets longer) the bullet  is stable for muzzle velocit ies f rom 4000 f /s to 3,000 f /s in a 1:12
twist .  Going to a 1:11 twist  the bullet  is stable at  muzzle velocit ies of   4,000 f /s down to about
1150 f /s, and going to a 1:10 twist  make the bullet  stable at  muzzle velocit ies of   4000 f /s down
to about 500 f /s

Another catch with the Greenhill formula is that  Greenhill assumes that the bullet 's specif ic
gravity is 10.9 (a lead cored jacketed bullet).  For other bullet  construct ion such as a steel core
you need to apply a fudge factor by determining the bullets specif ic gravity.  The formula would
be:

Twist  = [Square Root (10.9 / specif ic gravity of  the new bullet)] * twist  derived for a lead core
bullet

You can determine the specif ic gravity of  a bullet  thusly:

1) Suspend the bullet  at  its balance point  f rom the pan of  a scale.
2) Weight the bullet .
3) Place a container of  water under the scale so the bullet  hangs fully in the water and weigh
the bullet .
4) Subtract  the weight obtained in step 3 f rom the weight obtained in step 2
5) Divide the weight obtained in step 2 by the dif ference obtained in step 4.

As an interest ing exercise you can also determine the spin needed in mediums other than air
under "standard condit ions" by mult iplying the spin for air by the square root of  the number
obtained by dividing the density of  the medium in quest ion by the density of  air. As an example
water is about 900 t imes as dense as air:  900 / 1 = 900 and the square root of  900 is 30.  Thus
you need a twist  30 t imes as fast  to stabilize a bullet  in water.

Sharp eyed reader may note that the McCoy stability computat ions are based upon muzzle
velocity.  This is the case because the rotational speed decays much more slowly than velocity
decay.  Most of the research in this area was done by the Ballistics Research Lab at Aberdeen Proving



Ground and Picatinny Arsenal on artillery projectiles which have narrow driving bands that are engaged by
the rifling rather than full body length rifling engraving on the bullet as with small arms projectiles.  Thus
there are some approximations made on spin decay for small arms projectiles.  For the M80 147 gr 7.62
NATO bullet at 2750 f/s which has been studied and investigated thoroughly, the approximate spin decay
at range is as follows and the decay rate probably holds true for other small arms cartridges.

Rang e Muzzle 100 200 300 400 500 1000

Pe rce nt o f
sp in

re maining  
100 98 96 93 91 89 75

Bulle t
RPM 198,000 194,000 190,000 184,000 180,000 176,000 148,500
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Disclaimer

As far as I kno w all the  info rmatio n p re se nte d  ab o ve  is  co rre ct and  I have  atte mp te d  to  insure  that it is . Ho we ve r, I am no t re sp o nsib le
fo r any e rro rs, o missio ns, o r d amag e s re sulting  fro m the  use  o r misuse  o f this  info rmatio n, no r fo r yo u d o ing  so me thing  stup id  with it.
(Do n' t yo u hate  the se  d isc laime rs? So  d o  I, b ut the re  are  p e o p le  o ut the re  who  re fuse  to  b e  re sp o nsib le  fo r the ir o wn actio ns and
who  wil l sue  anyb o d y to  make  a b uck.)
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